
4 Jazz Blues Lenny Breau Chord Studies

When learning how to play jazz guitar, being able to comp with different chord voicings, chord 
qualities and in different keys is an invaluable skill that can raise the level of your playing and 
help you out of a lot of tricky situations. 

In this lesson we’re going to explore applying Lenny Breau chord voicings, in 4 positions, to a 
Jazz Blues Chord Progression in two different keys. 

Learning how to play these fun and cool sounding chords will not only expand your vocabulary, 
bringing some of that Lenny Breau harmonic flavor to your comping and chord soloing, but it 
will also allow you to get that jazzy quality to your chords without having to play big, 5 and 6-
note voicings. 

So grab your axe, crank up your amp and let’s dig in to these Lenny Breau Jazz Blues Chord 
Studies. 
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What Are Lenny Breau Chords?

Before we learn each of these 4 jazz guitar chord studies, let’s get a clear idea of what I mean 
when I say Lenny Breau Chords on the guitar. 

Lenny was one of the most versatile compers and chord soloists of his or any era, and a large part 
of this success and his unique sound was his ability to take small, two and three-note chords and 
make great sounding music from these easy to handle shapes. 

The basis for these voicingss are two notes, the 3rd and the 7th of each chord in the underlying 
progression, and it’s here that we’ll focus our attention in today’s lesson. 

In trying to emulate the sound of piano chords on the guitar, Lenny decided that the best way to 
do this was to use 3rds and 7ths as the foundation for his guitar voicings, rather than the root a 
many other guitarists were doing at the time. 

This gave him a unique sound, and it opened up a lot of harmonic space that he could then 
explore further when he added extensions on top of these easy to play two-note chords. 

To emulate this in our own study, each of the chords in the following 4 chord studies has both the 
3rd and 7th as well as one “color” tone added on top, either the 5th, 9th or 13th. 

As you work through the different chords in the studies below, make sure to notice where the 3rd 
and 7th are for each chord that you are playing. 

By recognizing these notes you will not only benefit from getting these studies under your 
fingers, but you will be able to take Lenny’s approach to chords and apply it to other voicings, 
progressions and tunes that you are working on in the practice room. 

Further Reading

Learn to Play Lenny Breau Chords for Jazz Guitar

Learn to Play 4th Chords Like Lenny Breau

Jazz Guitar Lick Video Lesson – Lenny Breau bII I Cadence
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Guitar Practice Routine Day 9 – The Velvet Touch of Lenny Breau

Lenny Breau Blues Chords and Soloing – Audio Seminar

Lenny Breau Chord Study Practice Tips

There are a number of ways that you can approach these chord studies in the practice room in 
order to get them under your fingers and the sound of each chord in your ears. 

Here are a few of my favorite ways to practice these chords in order to get the most out of your 
time spent on them in the woodshed. 

You don’t have to apply all of these ideas every day that you work on a chord study, which 
would be too daunting of a task. 

What I like to do is print out lists like this, place it on my music stand, and then each day pick 
one idea to focus on as I work through the chord studies in my jazz guitar practice routine. 

Here is the list:

• Memorize each chord study in the key given for each in the examples below

• Once memorized, practice each chord study at a variety of tempos

• Apply different jazz guitar rhythms such as the Charleston, Samba, Bossa Nova and 
others to each chord study

• Once you have each study under your fingers, practice moving between two or more 
positions in your comping and chord soloing

• Sing the root of each chord as you comp through each study on this page

• Practice bringing out the melody line of each study by playing the top note of every chord 
slightly louder than the bottom two, or play the top note first followed by the bottom two 
notes of each chord

• Practice bringing out the lower two notes for each chord by playing them louder or by 
playing them first, followed by the top note second, and quieter
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• Practice sliding into each new chord change from a half-step above or a half-step below

• Fingerpick each chord found in the different chord studies

• Mix these chords into your solos in order to bring a new texture and timber to your jazz 
guitar improvisations

Study 1 – Bb Blues Shape 1

In this study, you’ll be starting with the 7th-3rd-13th on the Bb chord and then shifting to each 
chord in the progression, with as little movement as possible, from there. 

As you move from one chord to the next, notice how the 3rds and 7ths stay as the lowest two 
notes of each voicing, but that they become inverted from one chord to the next, the 7th and 3rd of 
Bb move to the 3rd and 7th of Eb for example. 

This is an important voice-leading movement as it allows you to move from one chord to the 
next without jumping around the neck as you do. 

Click to hear the audio for this example.
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Study 2 – Bb Blues Shape 2

The next example uses the exact same notes as the previous one, but now we have moved over to 
the 5th-4th-3rd string set. 

Lenny liked to apply these chords to the 5-3 and 4-2 string sets, and sometimes even to the 6-4 
string group, but for many people the low strings sound too muddy when using these three-note 
chords. 

So, start by working these ideas on these 2 string sets first, as this will open up your neck while 
getting these chords under your fingers at the same time. 

Click to hear the audio for this example.
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Study 3 – F Blues Shape 1

We’ll now return to the 4-2 string group, but this time we’ll move to the key of F and invert the 
lowest two notes of each chord, so now you start with 3rd and 7th on the F chord and move 
around each chord from there. 

Notice that even though you are starting with the 3rd and 7th inverted, as compared to the first two 
chord studies, the voice leading movement is the same. 

The 3rd and 7th of F become the 7th and 3rd of Bb and so on as you move throughout the 
progression in the same manner that you saw in the previous 2 examples, just inverted. 
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Click to hear the audio for this example.

Study 4 – F Blues Shape 2

To finish up, we will take the same notes from the previous example and apply them to the 5-3 
string group, following the same voice-leading principles that we have used for every example in 
this lesson. 

At this point you should have a good grasp of these chords and how they function over an F and 
Bb blues progression. 
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So, try taking these chords to other keys of the blues as well as other tunes that you are working 
on in order to get the most out of these voicings in your practicing and playing. 

Click to hear the audio for this example.

I hope you enjoyed today’s lesson. I’m a big fan of Lenny’s playing and his approach to playing 
chords on the guitar. 

Though they may seem simple, as they only have 3 notes in each voicing, these chords can go a 
long way in bringing that authentic jazz sound to your comping and chord soloing, without 
having to learn big, bulky chords around the neck. 
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Did you enjoy this lesson, have a comment or a suggestion? 

Visit the Matt Warnock Guitar Facebook Page and post your thoughts and/or questions on my 
wall and I’d be happy to discuss it with you. 
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FOR THE MAJORITY of
blues styles—including
those combining ele-
ments of rock and folk
music—the 12-bar struc-
ture has remained rela-
tively simple: the I-IV-V

progression, with melodies constructed
from the five-note blues scale. However,
in jazz, the blues is embellished with an
almost limitless combination of melodic
and harmonic devices.

The most common 12-bar blues pro-
gression is four bars of I, two bars of IV, two
bars of I, one bar of V, one bar of IV, and
two bars of I. However, jazz players employ
a harmonic framework similar to that of

EExx.. 11. Note the use of the VI chord (A7) in
bar 8, and how from there the harmony
back-cycles home to the I in bar 10. Bars
11 and 12—the turnaround measures—
use a common I-VI-II-V progression, while
the F#dim7 in bar 6 is a substitute that con-
nects IV to I. Ex. 1 is just a skeleton; you
can freely add substitute chords that in-
clude alterations and extensions, as long
as you exercise good taste.

One of the best places to start learning
jazz rhythm guitar is with four-to-the-bar
comping. EExx.. 22 is a blues progression
based on the chords in Ex. 1, only using
a few substitutes. These voicings work es-
pecially well for straight rhythm, and they
sound very full, even though they have

only three notes. For this rhythm style,
you’ll get a better feel if you strum with
a pick or your thumb (I use a thumbpick).
Strum using downstrokes, and avoid
sounding the strings not played. (They can
be damped by strategic placement of your
fretting hand; experiment until you’re suc-
cessful.) Once you’ve memorized Ex. 1 and
can embellish it with some chords, trans-
pose it to all keys. 

Originally published in the June ’84 GP. g

“I always found the notion of solos comical, just ego-wanking.” — Daniel Ash, Nov. ’94, GP guitarplayer.com     APRIL 2002  GUITAR PLAYER 145
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Ex. 2

C L A S S I C  C O L U M N

“The master of this style of rhythm guitar was Freddie
Green,” said Breau. “He played in Count Basie’s
band for over 40 years.”






























































































































































































































































